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INTRODUCTION
The propagation of short waves la without douht one of the most
important developments in radio to«day, although its development in
the past few years has been remarkable and its uses made much more
extensive* there is every reason to believe that considerable work is
yet to be accomplished in this field* In due course of time short
wave ooBBunication will be a means of bringing about a much closer
international relationship with foreign countries of the world*
In this thesis* I have presented the more important facts of
short wave propagation that have been developed in the past few years*
including a section on the propagation of ultra short waves*
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THE PROPAGATION OF SHORT WAVES
CHAPTER I
Historical Sketch
Aa early as i86S, James C* Maxwell believed and stated that visi-
ble light consisted of waves in the other, and that electro-magnetic
waves of other frequencies not visible as light also existed* Hein-
rich Herts in 1887 gave an actual demonstration proving that these
latter waves existed* Guglielmo Marconi in 1894 started experiments
with a Coherer, a device which would respond to these waves, the Co-
herer being invented by Branley* Marconi improved upon Hertz's method
by connecting one side of the spark gap to the groimd and the other
side to an elevated oonduotor, the first antenna. By 1898 Marconi hsd
been successful in transmitting telegraphic radio messages 14i miles,
and in 1901 covered 200 miles, Cornwall to the Isle of Wight. The
same year he was successful in transmitting signals across the Atlan-
tic and in 1903 a complete message was received over this same dis-
tance.
Sir Oliver Lodge invented Inductive Coupling, still extensively
used to-day. Picard and Dunwoody introduced the Crystal Detector in
1906. Poulsen, was able to produce electro magnetic waves of a con-
tinuous amplitude instead of damped as obtained from spark transmit-
ters. Fessenden, Alexanderson and Croldschmidt developed high frequen-
cy .alternators. Due to the mechanical and electrical limitations they
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were only suitable for long waves*
The vacum tube was responsible for the rapid development made
with radio telephony, due to the fact that these tubes provided a con-
venient method of generating high frequency oscillations and also mod-
ulating them for telephony* Fleming invented the first vacuum tube,
and De Forest is credited with introducing the grid or third element in
1906*
The use of high frequencies is now commanding considerable atten-
tion* Even in 1917, 150 meters was considered a short wave* Recent
experiments have been conducted with wavelengths of 5 meters and even
less* The use of higher frequencies as compared with low frequencies
has many advantages* A moderate sized antenna can be used for the
higher frequencies and much less power for a given range* Certain fre-
quencies are especially suitable for daylight transmission where the
lower frequencies would require tremendously large transmitters to cov-
er the same distances* The higher frequencies, also, seem to have
greater freedom from atmospheric disturbances* On the other hand the
hi^er frequencies have some disadvantages, the received signal often
varying considerably in strength over different periods* The wave
propagation is erratic, in some instances the signal can be heard with
great strength several thousand miles from the transmitter while recep-
tion a few hundred miles from the transmitter is impossible, this
phenomenon being termed "skip effect"* This is in direct contrast to
low frequency signals which usually diminish rapidly in intensity with
increased distance covered* The distance carrying properties of the
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higher frequency waves vary greatly, day and night and in different
seasons of the year. In actual practice communication between two
points can only be carried on reliably by varying the frequency day
or night or for the distance to be covered. The earthi magnetic dis-
turbances during some periods have rendered all high frequency recep-
tion inoperative. Until further developments have been made, the high
frequency system of communication cannot be considered to compare with
wire communication.
High frequencies have been used chiefly for long distance radio
telegraphy between fixed points by the radio communication companies,
government and amateurs. It is not unusual for an amateur in one part
of the world to communicate with others in ten different parts of the
world in one twenty-four hour period. Due to the time difference and
ability of high frequencies to travel great distances in the daytime,
international communication is obtained over the twenty-four hour
period. Short wave equipment is being installed on ships and aircraft
and this application is being rapidly extended.
One of the recent achievements of short wave transmission (Fall,
1930) was the international broadcast originating from three different
pointSf The United States, Great Britain and Japan.

CHAPTER II
SKT AND GROUND WAVES
Th® radiated wave is generally considered to travel by two paths
to the receiving point. The ground wave, for broadcast reception is
the most important. The ground wave is that wave which travels paral-
lel with the ground, or the surface of the earth.
The main factors that affect the ground wave are the appearance of
sun spots, which cause an increase In ionization of the atmosphere eddy
currents and magnetic hysteresis, in the region close to the ground.
There have been pronounced weakening of signals meeaured by a test car
on the far side of New York, This seemed to be due to absorption or
screening by tall buildings in the propagation path, Dielectric losses
are often due to trees, buildings or wooden poles in the field of anten-
na, Ionization of the air probably has an attenuating effect upon the
signal. Thus it is considered that the excessive ionization during
the day is responsible for the lack of Heaviside layer reflection at
broadcast frequencies in daylight.
At night conditions are altogether different. The ground wave is
present as before, but in addition there is a sky wave at broadcast fre-
quencies, which generally has an amplitude comparable with that of ths
ground wave at distances which vary about thirty-five to sixty or seven-
ty miles, depending on which end of the broadcast frequency spectrum is
involved, the antenna design and the conductivity of the ground. At
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this circle around the transmitter site there will be considerable
fading at times due to the fact that the reflected ray will be out of
phase with the ground ray, and the ftelds from the two sources will can-
cel* Because of this fading and poor reception, at points near and be-
yond this distance it is common practice to estimate the service area
of a broadcast station as the area well within this circle* The sig-
nals beyond this service area will depend almost entirely on the sky
wave and will fade at times, the same as short wave signals do, because
of changes in the height of the Heaviside layer* However, it may often
be considered as fairly good signal by the average listener when strong-
er and more constant signals are not present*
The other path along which the sky wave travles is responsible for
the success of short wave communication* This path depends upon reflec-
tion from the Heaviside layer* The two propagation paths cannot be con-
sidered independent of each other as the ground wave is reinforced by
diffusion ftom low angle radiation slightly above the ground wave which
is entirely different from any Heaviside layer reflection* At night
it is also found that there is a sky wave to contend with, on broadcast
frequencies, as well as the ground wave, making the problem of estimat-
ing the signal strength more complex*
During dayli^t, however, we do not have to consider ^aviside lay-
er reflections, although there is some evidence of reflection at great
distances, which shows itself as marked fading of the signal.
The propagation of the sky wave is much more involved than the
ground wave owing to reflection from the Heaviside layer during d flight
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as well as during the id^t* Considering the waves between 10 and 100
meters as short waves having these characteristics, it is found that
the ground wave is very rapidly attenuated, so that the reflected ray
is depended upon entirely for conrnunication. Therefore, an investiga-
tion of Heaviside layer reflection is necessary before propagation of
the kky wave can be understood* Since sky waves are subject to very
peculiar behavior, they were at first thought to bo of unreliable value
for communication* It was then found that these signals appeared again
at great distances, and followed certain laws with reasonable consistancy
1 *
Figure 1* shows the lindting value or range of the ground wave and the
appearance of the sky wave at great distances for both sunmor and win-
ter, showing a skip distance of hundreds of miles*
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Dtlation between Skv Wave and Ground Wave Range
Moreoroft, Elements of Radio Communication, P* 104, Second Edition
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The Kennelly-^aviside layer or layers are considered to consist
of air and gases, which are ionized by sunlight, and ultraviolet ra-
diations from the sun. This ionization process is in a continual
state of change, more electrons are breaking away from their molecules,
and other electrons are recombining with positive ions to form mole-
cules again. There is a much higher degree of ionization during the
day and a gradual change in the evening and early morning transition
m
periods. The height of these layers and the extent of their ioniza-
tion will determine the absorption, refraction, or reflection of the
wave.
Various experiments have established the fact that there ere two
well established layers in the ionosphere at all times and a third
present in the day time during the sunnier. The first two layers are
the "E" layer of about 100 to 120 kilometers above the earth and the
layer at approximately 230 to 350 kilometers virtual height. The
third, or layer appears at approximately 180 to 240 kilometers above
the earth, as shown in Figure 2. Earlier experiments show that radio
frequency energy is returned to the earth fran these layers by refrac-
tion. The sharp rise in virtual heierht occuring at the critical pene->
tration frequency and magneto-ionic double refraction which is observetf
in the F and F layers, indicate refraction. Then when magneto-ionic
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double refraction Is observed the critical frequency oocuring at the
lower frequency is the ordinary ray while the one at fthe higher frequen-
cy is the extraordinary ray.
The virtual height of a layer is the height that the layer would
have if it gave perfect reflection.
Critical penetration frequency is defined as the lowest radio fre-
quency of a wave that penetrates a layer at normal incidence.
Magneto-ionic double tefraetion is the splitting up of the wave
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Figure 2.
The ionization of the ”F" layers is predominately electronic as
far as the refraction and absorption of radio waves is concerned, ••he-
ther the "E" layer is electronic or ionic has not been determined.
Some experiments indicate mainly ions and some show the presence of
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electrons. However, for considerations of radio-communication in the
propagation of waves, there is no error in treating the ioniiation in
all the regions as though it were electronic.
Although well defined critical frequencies are usually found in
the "E” layer, no evidence of the magneto-ionic double reflection has
been observed. The critical or penetration freqqency is the indication
of the maximum ionization density of the layer. The relation between
the maximum electron density and critical frequency for the ordinary
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where (N) is the nximber of ions per cubic centimeter
is the critical frequency of the ordinary ray in kilocycles
(m) is the mass of the ion in grams
(e) is the charge on the ion in electrostatic units.
The relation between the critical frequencies of the ordinary and the
extraordinary ray is given by:
where is the critical frequency for the extraordinary ray.
where (f)^ - ^
(f)^ ^ 1460 kilocycles at Washington for electron ionization.
(c) is the velocity of light
(ti) is the earth's magnetic field.
These ionized layers in the atmosphere are constantly changing
their position and cannot bo considered as if they had definite bound-
aries. Their height varies from day to day and from day to night.

usually being much lower in the day than at nierht* Magnetic disturb-
ances, electrical storms, and sxm spots often causing them to change
their height. This change of height is responsible for the fading of
radio waves and the variation in "skip distance,"
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EFFECT OF THE IONOSPHERE ON THE SKY WAVE
Radio waves are senb out from the antenna in all directions ^ hut
ww shall consider only those that travel upward. The ground wave has
been previously discussed. The waves that travel directly upward pass
through the Heaviside layers and are of no use as they never return to
the earth. That leaves the rays between the ground wave and the criti-
cal wave to be dealt with. These waves travel up at an angle to the
vertical until they reach the Heaviside layers ^where they are reflected
or refracted back to the earth. These rays act very much like light
rays. When a ray of light passes from a dense medium to a less dense
medium at an oblique ancrle^it wl 11 be bent out of its straight course
or refracted. Thus^ on this basis when a radio wave passes from a
medium of one electron density to a denser electron medium it is bent
out of its straight path. As the density of the "E" layer increases
with its thickness, the ray is bent more and more, until it strikes a
level in the medium from which it is reflected back to the earth *s sur-
face. See Jieure 4. Assuming that the "E" layer is made up of several
thicknesses, the ray is reflected from each thickness as shown in f'igure
5. Thus, each ray has more than one component.
The conditions that govern the extent to which the ray penetrates
the layer and the amount it is refracted, involve frequency of the ray
and the angle at which the ray is propagated. Thus, there is a limiting
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angle and a limiting frequency that determines whether the ray will be
refracted in the medium or will pass through the medium*
Refraction : Due to Variations in Blectron Density*
Figure S •





Refraetion of Badio Ray in the Ionized Layer^
Figure 4.
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Single Ray Reflected from different Strata of one Layer#
Plpure 5#
In past years it was "believed that the wave was reflected "back to
the earth from the under side of the layer and this awy possibly occur
in some cases, but in most cases the ray is refracted rather than re-
flected# ^e actual summit of the ray in general is about three quar-
ters of the height of an equivalent reflecting layer#
The ray after leaving the ionized layer returns to the earth and
is again reflected back to the ionized region# ^is process continues
until the energy of the ray is completely consumed# Of course the ray
suffers attenuation in the "E" layer and some absorption in the ground#
However, short waves are usually of such frequency that they pass
right through the "E" layer and are refracted in the "F" Isyer, as in
Figure 6#
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a certain amount, although not enough to return it to the ^ound and it
passes to the "F" layer after being attenuated by the "E” layer# Where
the ray reaches the "F" layer, it is refracted and returned to the "E”
layer where it is again refracted and attenuated before teturning to
the ground# There have been found oases where the ray on returning to
the "E” layer finds an ionization that is too dense to permit the ray
to pass through and is then returned to the "F" layer again. This re-
fraction of the ray continues until the ray finds a place in the "E"
layer where it can pass through and travel to the ground# This propaga-
tion of the ray between the "B" and "F" layers may continue for great
distances, thus the signal may be received thousands of miles from the
transmitter#
Wave lengths down to the critical frequency or limiting wave
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length penetrate both the "E" layer and the "F" layer and from observa-
tions of these frequencies there has been found evidence that there ex-
ists a higher layer, that is tentatively called the "G” layer. Wave
lengths below ten meters are known to pass through the "E" and "F" lay-
ers and not return to the earth.
The reason that the ray travels in some cases, between the layers,
is due to the difference in ionisation of the layers at different lati-
tudes and longitudes and differences of time in various parts of the
world. A wave might be propagated from Boston and be refracted from
the **F" layer in such a way that the conditions where it attempts to
return to the earth, are entirely different than those in Boston, The
wave traveling in an east to west direction will find thnt the ioniza-
tion of the layers is different due to different hours of the day,' As
before stated, the height of the layers varies from daylight to dark-
ness and varies during the night to dawn. Therefore, a difference of
a few hours means a change of height of the layer and a change in the
ionization of the layer. Thus, the downcoming ray meets new conditions
in the ionosphere and its refraction will be changed. I'hen again, the
downcoming ray might attempt to return to earth in a place where it is
night, and this is again the cause of complications. In traveling from
north to south the ray encounters differences in ionization, since the
ionization is greatest at the Equator, Figure 7, shows the sunrise-sun-
set slopes of the reflecting layer indicating the change of height from
morning to night, and the difference of reflection bf the radio ray.
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The seasons of the year change the height of the layer and its
ionization* l^gnetic storms affect the ionization of the layers and
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CHAPTEE V
SKIP DISTANCE
The radio ray that returns to the earth from the ionosphere has
traveled considerable distance from the antenna# With broadcast fre-
quencies the ray returns within the ranpro of the pround wave and there-
fore it does not have to be considered in a discussion of skip distance,
but is very annoying in another manner, namely that of Fading#
In short wave propagation, the sky wave does not return within the
range of the ground wave# The ground wave is very rapidly attenuated
and disappears into the prround# The sky wave returns to the ground at
p^eat distances from the antenna# The distance between the point at
chiwh the ground wave disappears and the sky wave reappears is known
as the skip distance# Fig^ure 6# illustrates the phenomenon of skip
distance# The ray leaves the ground at the point "T“, and travels by
two paths, the ground and the sky# The ground ray disappears at "G”,
and the sky ray appears again at "S", The distance between ”G" and "S"
is the skip distance# The angle^esignates the limiting ray that will
be returned to the earth# The reys that travel out from the antenna
between this limiting ray and the ground ray will be refracted back to
the earth# The lowest ray returns at "S*"# The entire distance from
"S" to is completely covered by reflected or refracted rays# It
is found that the critical angle, in general, may be smaller for low
frequencies without decreasing reflection from the ionized layers# This
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It has been shown that the greatest ionization occurs at noon when
the ultra ^dolet rays reaching the earth are most intense* At this
time the reflecting layers are nearest the earth resulting in a shorten-
ing of the skip distance ”G" to "S”, This observation leads to the
fact that a higher frequency can be used in the daytime when the layer
is low than can be used at night, when the layer is high, without af-
fecting the reflection of the wave to the earth* l^ith a given angle,
it is seen that when the reflecting layer is raised the skip distance
becomes greater*
The skip distance depends on the frequency of the wave and the angle
at which it meets the Heaviside layers* Therefore, the height of the
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layer is also important, since the angrle of incidence depends upon ttaae
layer height. Each frequency has a limiting angle for each corres-
ponding layer height. In the illustration given(Fig, 9)where the angle
are complementary, the limiting ray returns to the earth at its ascend-
ing inclination; the next higher ray does not tend downward at all, but
skirts the layer; all rays still higher pass out into space. The in-
clination of the limiting ray varies with the limiting angle. The fol-










500 miles 52 40
It n
—0 20
The limiting angle of 0 degrees means that all of the rays are
above the limiting angle and long distance eoninunieation is impossible.
The critical wavelength is considered as the shortest wavelength which
can be used for a given layer height. This approximates 25 meters for
500 mile layer and 11 meters for 100 ndle layer. A rare sunmer day oc-
curence is a layer as low as 40 miles which would make 5 meter work pos
Bible.
•''ith a given wave length, skip distance increases as the layer
rises; the limiting anerle is lower and a given ray can rise farther or
bend downward. In actual operation, skip distances may be considered
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as follows: Figure 10* illustrates this effect*
Table 2*
Fe-ffecf'ii Uytt ' Skip Meters
100 miles 0 80
It It lOOmi. 40
n It 500" 20
rt It 1000-200Cimi 1 10
225 R 0 80
ft It 200 40




500 If Very Short 80
n II 400 40
It R NeverReturns 20-10
Relationship Between Wave Length and Skip Distance.
(!•) "Short Waves" by Leutz and Gable, Page 45
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Effect of Layer Height on Skip Distance*

CALCUIATIONS OF SKIP DISTANCES
The skip distance of a radio wave (2 S ), of wavelength X is re-
lated to the electron density (y), and the height of the region above
the sea level (z), by the relation:
/
where (r) is the radius of the earth
(m) is the mass of the ion in grams
(e) is the charge on the ion in electrostatic units
The skip distance varies with the state of polarization of the ra-
dio wave and with the direction of propagation with respect to the mag-
metlc field of the earth* The amount of variation is not large» be-
ing in most cases less than 15^ of (2 S)« and equation (1*) which re-
fers to the polarization or propagation such that the electric vector
of the wave is parallel to the magnetic field of the earth, is a fair
average among possible variations* This means that, although the elec-
tric vector of the wave is not parallel to the magnetic field, it can
be assiuned to be so without appreciable error* Equation (1») is ap-
proximate in that it is based on the assumption that the waves exper-
ience reflection from the ionized region, as if they were reflected
from a mirror* The approximation has been shown to be valid in certain
eases, although the waves probably are bent back to the earth by re-
fraction in the ionized region*
The values of skip distance were calculated by means of Equation
*(!•) Hulburt, Proc* of I* B* E*, Vol* 23, P* 1496
*(2*) Taylor and Hurlburt, Phys* Bev*, Vol* 27, P* 189, (1926)*
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(!) with values of (y) and (*) taken from Figures 1. to 7*, Page 1498,
Volume 23 of "The Proceedings of The Institute of Radio Engineers" and
*1 .
plotted in curves shown in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14* These values
are compared with actual values of skip distance observed in 1923, and
a comparison is made in Table No* 3*
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^ Wave length in Meters
Figure 11*
Skip Dtstanee 2S At Washington, Ifareh 1934
Figure 12*
(1*) Taylor, Proc* of I* R* E*, Vol* 13, Pp* 677-684*
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Skip Distances At Washington, Jnne 1933
X Wave length in ^ters
Figure 13.
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40 400 Km 400 Km 500 Km 400 Km
30 700 Km 800 Km 800 Km 700 Km
20 1200 Km 1500 Km 1600 Km 1400 Km
16 2000 Km 2300 Km 2200 Km 2200 Km
The comparison of the actual skip distances with the calculated
values of skip distance agree very favorably, shoving that Equation
(1.) gives very close values to the observed skip distance values
with the assumed approximation*
Skip distances obtain their greatest length around midnight and
then become shorter from 2 to 4 A* It is not certain that this
effect has been observed* The effect is probably erratic, for this
recrudescense of ionization in the small hours of winter night to
which the effect is due, is erratic* It is a matter of general exper-
ience that the skip distances in the early morning hours are variable
and ill defined*
Skip distance does not change much between 3 ^* M* and sunrise,
but after that time shortens rapidly* The skip distance is essentially
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the range within which the sky wave cannot be refracted to the earth*
Since there are several regions of ionization, the skip distances for
each epoch were calculated for each region by the tae of (y) and (z)
for the region* Thus we find that the region which controls the skip
distances in the summer is the "E" region* This means that low angle
rays, chich are those of long-distance propagation are turned down by
"E” and do not get through to"?/ or' F^'at all* Whereas in winter, the
skip distances are controlled by'F^'and hence low angle rays pierce
through "E" and "F% to be refracted by F2 * Therefore long distance
short wave communication in winter is by rays which experience less
than half the number of earth and ionosphere reflections which they ex-
perience in sximmer since F^ is more than twice as high as E *
Further, absorption of energy from the radio wave is greater in
Iv
"E" than in F^
,
since the molecular density in "E" is greater than in
F^.* This is an explanation of the well known fact that in general
long distance communication is better in winter than in sunnier*
Other possibilities occur, for example: A ray at the correct an-
gle to the horizontal passing through "E" transmitted southward from





over say^Flbrida, and because of the increased (y) of "e", due to a
lower latitude, the ray might not penetrate "E" but be refracted up-
ward again to "F" or F^
,
and so on until the ray finally reached the
latitude where it could get through "E” to the earth again, as previous-
ly stated*
u
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The skip distance curves of Figures 11-14 rise rapidly with de-
creasing wavelength and soon become imaginary* The value of A at this
point, denoted by A/, is the shortest wavelength useful for long
distance communication, since waves shorter than A/» aro wot refracted
back to the earth again* A/» determined from the 2S ctirves of
Figures 11-14, or what amounts to the same thing, may be calculated
*( 1
.)
directly from the relation:
(2 .)
2,
where refers to the region of height "Z” and ioniration density "Y”*
is tabulated in Table 4. Equation (2*) being a limiting case of
equation (1*), must depend upon the same assumptions as equation (!•)•
but is more sensitive to errors* For this reason these values are open
to considerable uncertainty*
Table 4* agrees in general with the observed values as far as they
are known* These values of Table 3* and 4* and Figures 11-14 refer to
a period of sunspot minimum* Fragmentary data indicate that the ioniza-
tion (y) of the regions of the ionosphere increases by about 50^ to
100^ from the minimum to the maximum of the sunspot cycle* Therefore,
in 1938, 2S and from 20^ to 40^ less than the values of
Figures 11-14 and Table 4*
(!*) Hulburt, Phys* Rev*, Vol* 31, P* 1018, (1928)
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Jan. Mar. June Year Averg.
6 A. M. 18m
9 A* M« 15m 19 17 139
Noon 149 17 16 13m
3 P. M. 15m 19 17 139
6 P. M. 19m 17 16 10m
9 P. M. 42m 17 17 12m
ladnight 42m 32 28 13m
3 A. M. 28m 38 42 20m
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CHAPTER VI
FADING
One of the greatest difficulties encountered in radio comnuniea-
tion is the phenomenon called fading. Fading is the sudden or gradual
diminishing of signal intensity at the receiver during reception. This
effect is sometimes of short duration and other times of considerable
duration.
On broadcast frequencies, fading occurs when the sky wave returns
within the limits of the ground wave. The hky wave is usually out of
phase with the ground wave and thus causes a diminishing of signal in-
tensity. Figure 15 shows the sky and ground wave arriving at the same
point at the same time. When the two signals are out of phase the re-
sultant signal strength is diminished, but when they arrive in phase
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At ”B" the ground wave and the sky wave meet causing interference*
Casual observation shows that there is little fading on wave
lengths greater than 400 meters
,
and that there is considerable fading
t
on the shorter wave lengths* On the longer wave lengths fading does
not ordinarily exist during daylip^t but maybe more pronounced at
night* However, this fading is usually confined to this critical re-
gion where the two waves meet and there is not much that can be done to
eliminate this condition* The downcoming ray varies with the height of
the reflecting layer and therefore the fading spne might be quite large*
As a result of this interference most broadcast stations designate
their service range as that within this circle*
Short waves have a different type of fading* As the ionosphere is
known to very in ionisation and height with the seasons and with day-
light and night, the refracted ray must necessarily change its direc-
tion* Thus, as the various reflecting layers vary their height, the
signal will diminish or increase in intensity*
The causes of fading are particularly interesting. It has been
noted these are more violent on the shorter waves and this is attributed
to the nature of the ionized region and the complicated nattire of ray
refraction* The major cause, as before stated, is the variation of
the height of the refracting layer* Heising has measured the effective
layer height continuously over fairly long periods during the night aid
has found that it rises and falls in cycles, each of which lasts around
15 minutes* It is calculated that the rising rate is about 6 miles per
minute* The falling speed is much greater, possibly about 20 miles per
JiOl'i - T' t-iv;’'*' : n -. Ova'c Rfj'J f.'.ia ‘• '* M.OV' b ‘ .
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minute* It may l»e considered that the layer hei^t swings up and down
in slow cadence rising gradually and falling rapidly. In the daytime
the layer is much steadier and therefore the fading is much less pro-
nounced than at night* It is also noticed that short wave fading oc-
curs at the outer edge of the skip distance* At this point the ground
strike of the limiting ray may fluctuate hack and forth with the signal
varying between maximtim and zero* Besides layer hei^t affecting the
down coming ray, it is found that the relative number of electrons and
ions, upper air absorption, and the extent of the ionization height all
play some part in the causes of fading* The phase differences between
the rays arriving by different paths is believed to cause a great part
of the 50 to 100 ndle fading in the broadcast band* Figure 16 illus-
trates the boundary wave of the fading zone* With the receiver at "B",
the ray is refracted from the lower layer during the day and strikes
the ground at "A", then as the layer gradually rises the ray travels to
"C”, and the signal intensity as the limiting ray passes "B” decreases*
Then at night the signal is beyond the range of the receiver and cannot
be heard*

Another type of fading is that of seleeti^Te fading: that is, when
the different frequencies in the transmitted band do not fade simultan-
eously* This is believed to be the result of more than one radio path
by which the signals travel from the transmitter to the receiver* These
paths are of different lengths and thus have different times of travel*
Wave interference between the components arriving over the variovis




Ultra-high frequency radiations are quasi-optical in nature, that
is, their line of propagation is almost a straight line* llie signals
attenuate rapidly when the straight line between the transmitter and
receiver becomes tangent to the earth's siirface* It is possible,
therefore, to increase the communication range by elevation of either
the transmitter or receiver*
Roughly speaking, the ultra-high frequency spectrxxm between 5 and
10 meters is 30 times as wide as the broadcast band* In other words,
by spacing stations 10 kilocycles apart, it is possible to squeeze in
about 100 stations on the broadcast band; still with the same separa-
tion 3,000 stations could operate in the 5 to 10 meter band* Thus,
when we speak of the ultra-high frequency band it is necessary to
specify which end of the band we mean*
The condition on 10 meters, for example, might differ vastly from
those encountered on 3 meters* This is true of wave attenuation on
these ultra-high frequencies* As the period of oscillation approaches
that of the infra red spectrum, the optical similarity between radio
and light waves becomes more apparent*
For wave lengths not longer than seven meters, the wave passes
right through the Kennilly-Heaviside layer and there is no sky wave re-
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the antenna and the energy in the ground wave to affect the receiver.
The range is therefore essentially limited and it becomes possible to
operate a great many stations on the same frequency.
Owing to the quasi-optical nature of these ultra short waves,
pronounced radio shadows are noticeable. Mountains, forests and tall
buildings all cause the signal to bo sharply attenuated or to disap-
pear altogether when these obstructions come between the transmitter
and the receiver. The extent of the signal attenuation depends upon
the frequency used. At the extremely high frequencies even tree
trunks cause a radio shadow. Radio shadows are caused by the inabili-
ty of the high frequency waves to bend around obstructions, and the
effect becomes more pronounced as the infra red speotrtmi is approached.
There is an absence of static on the ultra-high frequency spectrum
and communication can be carried on during severe electrical storms.
Owing to the limited range of the signals, the service area of a
given station can be very accurately predetermined and limited. This
naturally reduces the interference between stations, although they may
be located relatively close together.
A significant difference between short waves and ultra short waves
in the ordinary sense concerns their propagation over the surface of
the earth. It is well known that skip distance of short waves, corres-
ponding to the nearest ground strike of elevated rays after reflection
or refractions from the ionized layer in the upper atmosphere, increas-
es with frequency. As the wavelength approaches 7 meters, even a ray
tangent to the earth is above the limiting angle and will pass through
7

the layer into space. The result is, that, although in exceptional
cases ultra short waves may be reflected earthward by some elevated
object, such as an airplane, in general their propagation along the
earth's surface is restricted to the direct ray or ground wave and
there is no sky wave in the ordinary sense. Fading, in the ordinary
sense, as caused by sky wave variations does not exist, ‘^us in the
propagation of ultra short waves, there is the configuration of the
ground to be considered since it causes reflection, diffraction and
refraction.
REFLECTION
There are a good many experimental indications that the propaga-
tion of ultra short waves over unobstructed paths may be interpreted
1 .
on the basis of plane optics and that in the meter wavelength range
there is a well defined reflected wave.
Figure 17.
(l.) C. B. Feldman. The Optical Behavior of the Ground for Short Ra-
dio Waves. Proc. I. R. E., Vol. 21, Pp. 764-801, June, 1935.
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Energy is propagated from a transmitter at "A", at a height h^,
above the ground, to a receiver at “B" at a height h^^ above the ground,
both directly, as represented by r^ , and by reflection at "G" as re-
presented by the distance between transmitter and receiver being
"d"* Where h^and h ^.are small compared with "d" the reflected wave
impinges upon the ground at nearby grazing incidence, so that a nega-
%
tive reflection coefficient, the magnitude of which is unity for ordin-
ary ground, is obtained* This results in the field at ”6" being the
difference between two vectors of approximately equal magnitude, and
differing in phase by an amount corresponding to the difference in
path lengths r^^ and r/* For this case:
//j. -^ ' X h , ^ /a
and the angle between the vectors is
and the resultant field becomes
*'’ £ ^ H T h, *
REFRACTION
Besides reflection there must be considered atmosphere refraction*
There are no quantitative measurements which show the effect of refrac-
tion of ultra short waves in an unmistakable way although those that
have been made appear to be consistent with expectations based on the-
ory*
In ultra short wave work, the chief concern is the propagation in
a nearby horizontal direction* The curvature of the ray is different
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from that of the earth so there is assumed a fictitious curvature of
the earth for this calculation.
The ultra short wave is refracted by the earth’s atmosphere since
it is found that the wave travels along the earth’s surface and does
not receive sufficient refraction from the ionized layers to return
it to the earth. If the refraction index of air decreases upward rays
passing horizontally through the air will be bent downward. In order
for the rays to be bent with the curvature of the earth, the refraction
index (u) must satisfy the relation ^^® *‘*^^'*®
of the earth, "dr" being positive away from the earth.
An upward decrease in (u) may be caused by (a)^an upward decrease
in temperature, (b) an upward decrease in water vapor, (c) an upward
decrease in pressure and (d) an upward increase in ionization. How-
ever, (a) is the most important, (b) is doubtful, and (c) and (d) are
Inappreciable. These various temperature gradients have been found to
cause fading and strengthening of the ultra short wave.
The earth's surface cannot be considered a perfectly absorbing
medium and in accordance with experimental evidence, the earth produc-
es a "reflected" wave which, near the surface, is out of phase with
the direct wave and results in a received field that is much less than
would result if the earth were a perfect absorber. At some shorter
wavelengths the irre^larities of the ground may be sufficient to
scatter the waves so that no well defined reflected wave results. At
this wavelength the assumption of a perfectly absorbing earth might bo
justified. For a perfectly absorbing earth, the effect is that of a
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semi-infinite screen introduced between the transmitter and receiver,
as shown in Pig* 18* However, in the actual case, as shown in Pig* 19,
the effect of the earth is as if a negative image of the transndtter
were located at "T" prime and a similar condition exists at the receiv-
er* The earth in addition to producing a shadow effect also produces
negative images at the transmitter and the receiver* This results in
a received field being the atm of four components* From considera-
tions of these four components at longer distances, where an apprecia-
ble reduction in the field as a result of the earth's shadow might be
expected, the height of the straight edge is largo compared with the
antenna height, so the magnitude of the four components are approxi-
mately the same* These components are: (1) T to R, (2) T to R', (3)
T* to R, (4) T* to S'* Nos* (1) and (4) are approximately equal in
magnitude and in phase, and (2) and (3) are equal both in magnitude
and phase* The phase relation between the sum of (1) and (4) and the
sum of the (2) and (3) ia exactly that which would have been calcula-
ted on the basis of plane earth* Thus, the received field for the case
of Ultra Short Wave Propagation over a spherical earth is that which
would result over plane earth multiplied by an attenuation factor which
is equal to twice that which would result by diffraction over a per-
fectly absorbing spherical earth*
For short distances the effect of the earth's curvature is neg-
ligible and for large distances this factor is inversely proportional
to the three halves power of the distance so that the received field
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known that the usual effect of atmospheric refraction is to increase
the effective radius of the earth#
figure 19
DIFFRACTION
In Ultra Short Wave Propagation the effect of an obstacle, such
as a hill, can best be seen by considering it from the point of view
of Huygen's principle# From Figure 20, a wave originates at (T) and
travels unobstructed to (R), passing through the plane (P)# It is in-
t ?I noiv^yr^tleT oltf>dczorzJiB lo ctne'i'ie lawaw odi Sed^ rPFonS
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correct to say that the effect travels exclusively along the line
(T 0 R)# Consideration must be given to other paths such as (T E R)
and the effect of the latter can only be neglected in case the path
(T E R) exceeds (T 0 R) by liany wavelengths, or only when the phases
of the components transmitted, are such as to cause destructive inter-
ference among themselves* Now when a hill is interposed as shown in
the figure, elements such as ”E", below the profile of the hill, are
prevented from contributing to the signal at "R", while elements such
as "E*" above the hill contribute as before* Therefore, the inten-
sity of the signal will be decreased due to the interference of the
hill in the path of the ray*
T
Figure 20*
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Objects on the ground such as trees, tall buildings, wires, moun-
tains and other obstructions diffract the ultra short wave causing
very complex interference patterns* These waves will not bend around
corners as the longer waves and thus marked shadows are formed behind
the obstructions and a signal cannot be heard* As previously stated,
the ultra short wave communication is reliable only when the transmit-
ter and receiver are sufficiently elevated to give the direct ray a
clear, straight path between them* Fig. 21 gives the range of the
ground wave for ultra short waves with elevated transmitter and receiv-
er, and Pig* 22 shows the increase in range with the elevation of the
transmitter and receiver of a 7*5 motor wave with the anticipated
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The hostory of the propagation of short waves has been interest-
ing» mainly because of the development of long distance comnuni cation*
Although the first experiments in radio communication employed short
waves, they were soon regarded as unservicable for long distance
work# The longer waves were employed due to the greater range of
their ground wave# Amateurs, however, showed remarkable results with
the short waves# These results led to the investigation of the fea-
tures that make long distance communication possible# The investiga-
tion of the ionosphere and skip distance have brought to light the
fact that short waves can be used for long distance cormnuni cation with
good reliability# Although there has been considerable work done in
this field, there is room for further investigation, as man has been
unable to reach sufficient heierhts to make first hand experiments#
In the propagation of these short waves there are two paths that
are important# The path that the wave follows along the ground is called
the ground wave# The ground wave is very rapidly attenuated and thus
it dees n6t have much use in long distance comnuni cation# The sky
wave, however, has a path that is often thousands of miles in length#
The chance in length of the sky wave is due to the rise and fall of
the Kennelly-Heaviside layers#
The Kennelly-Heaviside layers are assumed to be rep^ons of gases
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dd^-rroX rri selim ‘io rbfw Sidodd nodlc sX daiid dJeq e sad ,7©T©«fod t97m7
lo Hal bna e?l7 ©dd od oyb si sv«w vjis srfd lo dipnoi al o'^oado orfT
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eesBt J.c anoI^e7 od od &erntf?oa ert* atayal obf8iTB9“-Yf lernsa ©dT
that are ionised by the sun’s rays* It has been found that there are
two distinct layers at night and three layers during the day, with evi-
dence pointing to a possible higher leyer* The ionised layers move up
and down with the advent of day and night as their ionisation changes
with the position of the sun* The layers are affected by the change of
season^ by sun spots, magnetic disturbances and electrical storms* It
has been found that there is a critical frequency and crical angle fa*
the refraction of a wave in the layers* Above the critical angle and
frequency a wave will not bo refracted sufficiently by the layer to re-
turn it to the earth* Below the critical frequency and critical angle
the wave is refracted back to the earth*
Hadio waves leave the antenna in all directions and travel out in-
to space* A ray passing from one medium to another denser medixxm will
be bent out of its straight path as are light waves* The amount it is
bent depends on the density of the respective media and their ioniza-
tion* If the ray passes through the medixim, it will be refracted in
the next higher medium or will pass through this medium and bo lost for
all useful purposes* If the ray is refracted back to the earth, it will
return a considerable distance from the point of transmission* The path
of the wave through the various layers is affected by the height of the
layers and their ionization*
The ray that returns to the earth from the ionosphere, meets the
ground at a great distance from the point where the ground wave has dis-
appeared* The distance between these two points being called the skip
distance* The skip distance also depends upon the height of the respec-
0*ip •'Tarf^ JurfJ (^nuoJ atrf .svoi e^aus 9n1 yd bexl.^ci -^r? JtcfS
-Its ilii..' ,v^ erf.'t artf^ub pwy*?! ©aaifi bne Affair a"pyal owi
ri; s*Por errav'^i’ b9?rno! adt ,aeyB^ aerf? id aldisRoq e qJ ^TK^rroq aorab
?cgnada noM.^sfrjox tfadJ ae drfafn bre yeb lo inavbe adJ dSt^ rr^ob I :ia
i3 '»“w'U»!!o add ycf baJoella aia «aay*r arfl .-ii/e adi lo rtoi.' fsoq oea d^ hr
.f 'lr.js I*-aitinel 0 bna esoafidruiz Ib ,Bc!oq8 «ub ycf vfioaaea
*ol ef'ana laoi^ro hrte yon«ur9‘di ri'ol.tiaoa ai sted' -adJ fcnuol pad
bnB a£an« Tboa’Iio adi avodA .aipyel ed^t nf avf^’sr a lo rfol^o^tlaa ad.^
-01 od laycl ad’ yJ yXinecoflli a r.ai'JS’ilei ad ion f/bs- ei/'^ /? y-'/rai/Bail
aXaie laoiiiio bna ynnatrpail iBolilio miJ woIaS .d^ida ori.^ oi ii niui
diice evii oi doad baioailai nS drsw sdi
- ?
i jUT. fcn«^ anoiiiaixb Tla ni anneinc edf o'r^cl r&v.'^vr c 'irEH
flh» nuib&t- le'irBb lediorti ci aaiibwr eno aioH jiniap’': yci ' ,aoeqa oi
r 1 ii iitroir?* cdi .cavaw Jri'oif ei‘^ axt d^eq irbiaiie sjf lo iji/o Jned od
-csfnc} tiert} ham aXbas ovWceqasi adi lo yj iaaab orfi no rbneqat ined
ni b 9i»‘Ti''ai ad fl hr ii ,pjj}bvc. edi d-^'joydj cennaq yei edi II , roii
lol if o' ad fcnr z;tribani a Mi dauoidi ssoc f f b- lo ir.u lk>9E led:? M ixan odi
f/r^i ii ,di*w® ddS oi >?9ed baioailai af y«i eciS II ,3a8oqii'0 'irleo;/ I la
djac ofh .norrE i :8nBii lo in ad.^ coil aqnai^fb aXdaiefci^noo a nixriai
adi lo ?r!- iad adi yd ^' 'Oftlle ai aieyer aijo 2ibv ad^ d’^coidi araw edi lo
.icKtasinoi iledi bam i^iayaf
adi a;ao« .aiadqiorroi ©d iijotl diisa edi oi pniwiai isdi yai etXT
c-'d rr/jr birjcTP adi eiarfw inioq adi -r’cil aooaia/b Jaeiq u Je bnirc'ns
qi-i.- baiX>*> 3-1 ied ai^sloq c»i anedi nneTfiqd aoo Jicib ad^ .b^meqqa
-oaqae*^ "di lo iilyiad adi noqir e^Moqed? oale eo-oi-is M qi>'« adl .eon,?^i’.:D
tiT® ionized layers. The skip distance varies with the layer that re-
fracts the ray. The ray that travels into the "F" layer having the
greater skip distance. The skip distance can he calculated from known
values of the height of the ionization layer and the electron density,
these calculated distances agreeing very fhvorahly with observed values.
The shortest wave length that is useful in comnunication is that which
is just refracted back to the earth, since any shorter wave length will
pass through the ionized layers and never return.
The most annoying part of *ort waves is their susceptabi lity to
fading. Fading occurs when the ground wave and the sky wave arrive at
the transmitter at the same time out of phase with each other, fading
is also caused by the rapidly varying heights of the ionized layers,
due to the fact that the boundary ray moves along the earth’s surface
as the ionizing layers rise or fall, thus causing the signal intensity
to decrease or increase, depending on the position of the receiver.
Ultra short waves are interesting, in that they are not subject to
fading from refraction from the ionized layers as they pass directly
through these layers. Thus, the only ray that can be considered, is
the direct ray. There is also the ray that is reflected from the ground,
but this ray is subject to diffraction and refraction causing negative
images which decrease the intensity the signal strength or increase
the signal strength, depending on the phase relation. This ray also is
diffracted by obstructions in its path causing complex interference pat-
terns, Therefore, it is found that the direct ray is the most valuable
for communication purposes.
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